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Ming-Hua Zhang (1988) has proposed a new specification method for data types based on 
second-order logic. Now we show that errors and exceptions are included directly in the specifica- 
tions from the beginning. In our approach errors are not objects but indicate that some formulas are 
false. Unlike errors, exceptions are special objects. The error, error propagation, error recovery and 
exception can all be precisely defined and the fundamental results about them can be deduced from 
the specification by predicate calculus. 
1. Introduction 
Roughly speaking, a data type is a many-sorted algebra as introduced by Birkhoff 
and Lipson [4]. However, the theory of data types deviates from that of Birkhoff’s in 
a main point, i.e. the operations may be partial. As is well known, the problem of 
partial operations cannot be neglected in the study of data types since even the 
simplest data type of natural numbers has the important operation pred(x) which is 
undefined for x = 0. 
How to handle the partial operations? 
Naturally, we may introduce a new object to represent undefinedness. For example, 
one may regard pred(0) as a new object “error” and write [9, lo] 
pred(0) = error. 
It is really a custom for mathematicians to introduce an ideal element to represent 
some exception case. A typical example is co, the infinity, which would denote 
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something like dividing a number by zero. As a rule, the ideal element always leads to 
many contradictions such as 0 * m. Now similar problems arise. If we regard pred(0) 
as an element then what is O* pred(O)? Generally, it is a rather difficult task to 
overcome the contradictions arising from the ideal element. 
Numerous approaches have been proposed to cope with this problem. At first, 
Goguen [9] and the ADJ group [lo] introduce new axioms about errors into their 
algebraic specifications. They still take the initial semantics. But some measures 
should be adopted in order to prevent contradictions to occur (see e.g. [14, 3, 21). 
Along this line the specifications are rather complicated. For example, in [2] the 
specifications consist of set of exception labels, okay form declaration, okay axioms, 
labelling axioms, and generalized axioms. 
Another approach is algorithmic or operational specifications (see e.g. [7, 8, 12, 
131). As noted in [13], algorithmic specifications have not provided satisfactory 
solutions to the exception-handling problem. 
The troubles come from the presence of partial operations. Hence, Broy and 
Wirsing [S] adopt the notion of partial algebras as a substitute. However, the theory 
of partial algebras has its own great difficulty. See, for example, [6]. 
No matter how diverse the approaches may be, we find that the specifications of 
data types with partial operations usually have the following common feature: such 
specifications are obtained by adding supplementary parts to the “normal” specifica- 
tions of data types with total operations. The supplementary parts reflect the partial- 
ity of some operations. We can also find some kinds of predicates appearing in most of 
them, explicitly or implicitly. For example, predicate OK in [lo], D, in [14], and the 
defined predicate D in [.5]. Such predicates always appear in supplementary parts just 
mentioned and have no inherent relations with “normal” specifications. 
We now propose another approach to deal with partial operations based on the 
data logics introduced in [ 171. 
In our approach error is quite different from an object. Errors are not objects but 
indicate that some formulas are false. Consequently, to distinguish the sorts of errors 
as many authors do is meaningless in our approach. Unlike errors, exceptions are 
special objects. Error, error recovery and exception can be precisely defined, and error 
propagation can be proved. 
Another main point of our approach is that all informations about errors and 
exceptions have already been included in the “normal” specifications. In fact, for any 
data type, we have only one specification irrespective of whether we are concerned 
with the error handling or not. In [9] Goguen suggests that errors and exceptions 
should be included directly in the specifications from the beginning. We think our 
approach may fulfill this requirement. We will see that the specifications given in [17] 
can be used in this paper to discuss the errors without any modification. 
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we briefly review the notion of data 
logic introduced in [17]. In Section 3 we will show how data types with partial 
operations are specified in the data logic. In Section 4 we study the notions of error 
and error propagation. In Section 5 we discuss error recovery. In Section 6 we turn to 
examine data logics with general identifying axioms, which is needed for studying the 
exceptions. Then in Section 7 we consider exceptions. 
2. Specifications based on second-order logic 
The specifications based on second-order logic are called data logics in [ 171. A data 
logic is a many-sorted second-order theory. The constants of a data logic are divided 
into two parts: constructors and augmenting constants. The constructors are total 
functions, while the augmenting constants are all predicates in their original forms. 
The axioms are of four kinds: constructing axioms (cons-axioms), distinguishing 
axioms (dis-axioms), identifying axioms (iden-axioms), and defining axioms (def- 
axioms). 
The whole specification is composed of two parts. The first part consisting of 
cons-axiom, dis-axioms, and iden-axioms is a second-order theory. It can be categor- 
ical, i.e. its model can be unique up to an isomorphism. Thus, this part specifies a 
set of data with some basic operations (constructors). This is the main part of the 
specification. 
The second part of the specification consists of def-axioms, whose number is 
unlimited. Every def-axiom introduces an augmenting constant. Adding new defining 
axioms to a data logic will not affect its fundamental properties, such as consistency 
and categoricity. In fact, they are only abbreviations. For defining axioms we refer to 
[ 15, Chapter 41. 
Since we can add various def-axioms to a data logic as needed, the set of operations 
for a data type is flexible and not fixed. In this sense a data type is not an algebra in 
our approach because an algebra has a fixed set of objects and a fixed set of 
operations. 
As just mentioned, the data logic can be categorical. i.e. its model is unique; hence, 
the semantical considerations such as initial semantics or final semantics are meaning- 
less in our approach. This distinguishes our approach from many others. 
In the following we give the notion of data logic precisely. 
A data logic is a many-sorted second-order theory and will be defined inductively as 
follows. 
In the following we give the notion of data logic precisely. 
The void theory is taken as the zero-sorted data logic. 
Let T, =(S, C, E) be a k-sorted data logic. whose set of sorts is (sr , .., sk 1, or 
‘1 , ,..., k) for short. A (k+ l)-sorted second-order theory T,, whose set of sorts is 
(l,..., li, k + I ) and whose nonlogical constants and nonlogical axioms include those 
of T1, is called a (k + l)-sorted data logic based on T1, denoted by T,( T,), if it satisfies 
the following conditions: 
(I) Some of the nonlogical constants of T2 are called constructors of T,. Let 
the constructors be cj, 1 <j< ~1, and ,fi, 1 ,<i< I:. If cj is an individual constant of 
type (k+ I ) and .J is a functional constant of type (i,, . ., imz, i,,, 1,. . , int, k+ l), 
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1 Sir,..., i,+dk, imxil = ... =i,,= k-t 1, then there is a constructing axiom (cons- 
axiom) as follows (in the formulas (VW.. w) stands for (Vu)(Vu). . (VW), and (3~. . w) 
stands for (3u)(h). (3~)): 
(VP) 
c 
i p(Cj) A i\ (Vx,,...,x,,)(P(x,,+,)A ‘.’ A P(X,,) 
j= 1 i=l 
+wx~l,..., X,*,)))‘(~W(4 > 
1 
where P is a predicate variable of type (k + 1 ), Xj is an individual variable of type (ii) 
and x is an individual variable of type (k + 1). 
(2) If fi and ,fi are any two constructors then there is a distinguishing axiom 
(dis-axiom) for ,f; and ,f, as follows: 
(3) For any constructor fi there corresponds a formula Ai[x, ,..., xn,, y1 ,..., yn,] of 
T2, with free variables x1,. . , .xn,, yl,. , y,,, called the associated formula of J, and 
there is an identifying axiom (iden-axiom) as follows: 
fi:(xl,...,Xn,)=fl(~l,...,y,,)ttAi[xl,...,x,,, _Yl9...>_Yn,]. 
The associated formula satisfies the condition (E): 
(4) The other nonlogical constants are predicates. For any predicate constant G of 
type (iI,. . , i,) there is a defining axiom (def-axiom) as follows: 
G(.Xl)...,. Y,)++B[Xr ,..., X,], 
where B is a formula with .x1,. , x, as free variables, which may contain the nonlogical 
constants of T,, constructors of T2, and the nonlogical constants already introduced 
by def-axioms. B[x,, . . ,x,1 may be called the defining formula of G. 
The definition of data logic is completed. 
Now we give the notion of principal model of a many-sorted second-order theory T. 
Let S= { 1, 2, . . . , k) be the set of sorts, C be the signature, and E be the nonlogical 
axioms. C = C(“UC’~‘U ... UC(~), where C@) denotes a set of nonlogical constants. If 
,fEZ’” and its type is (iI,...,&) then maxj ij=m. 
Any interpretation .f of T is (iDi: i=l,...,kj, IF’“: i=l,...,k}), where Di is 
a nonempty set, and F”’ contains interpretations of all ~EC”‘. Let the individual 
variable of type i range over Di and any predicate variable of type (iI,..., i,) range 
over ,Y(Di,) x ... x S(Di,,), where Y(D) denotes the powerset of D, i.e. the set of all 
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subsets of D. If 9 is a model of T then 4 is called a principal model of T. Since the 
predicate variables range over the whole powerset, the model is called principal. See, 
for example, [15] for more detail. 
It is well known that the models of a first-order theory are generally not unique. 
This follows from Lowenheim-Skolem theorem. But the Lowenheim-Skolem the- 
orem fails for second-order theory and the principal model may be unique up to an 
isomorphism. If the principal model of a second-order theory is unique then the 
theory is called categorical. In [ 171 we have given some sufficient conditions for a data 
logic to be categorical. 
Consider data logics T, and Tz( T,). 
Let Y,=({~~‘: i=l,..., k}, {F’;:‘: i=l,..., k}) and Yz=({O$): i=l,..., k, k+l}, 
{F’;“: i= l,..., k, k + 1 }) be principal models of T1 and T, (T, ), respectively. If 
D(i) = D(i) F(i) = F(i) for i= 1 
1 
, k, then Y, and Y2 are called matched. 
Suppise both di;a logics i;‘and T2( T,) are categorical. If &‘i and J?‘* are principal 
models of T1 and T,(T,), respectively and if A1 and .,6Y2 are matched, then AZ is 
called a data type based on JZ1, denoted by ~?~(&!‘i). 
Exampe 2.1 (Data logic N). N is the data logic of natural numbers. N is one-sorted 
and its constructors are 0 and succ of type (1) and (1, l), respectively. The axioms 
are: 
(Nl) Cons-axiom. (Vp)(P(O) A(Vx)(P(x)+P(succ(x)))+(Vx)P(x)). 
(N2) D&axiom. 0 #WCC(X). 
(N3) Iden-axiom. succ(x) = WCC(Y) c* x = y 
These axioms constitute a second-order theory of natural numbers, the so-called 
second-order arithmetic. The reader may consult Cl53 for second-order arithmetic. 
(Nl)-(N3) specify the set of objects (0, 1, 2, . ..} together with basic operations, i.e. 
constructors, 0 and succ. 
Other operations such as addition and multiplication can be introduced by follow- 
ing def-axioms: 
(N’l) ADD(x, y, z)t,(VR)((Vu)R(u, 0, u)A(Vwwt)(R(u, u, w) 
-+R(u, succ(u), succ(w))+R(x, y, 2)). 
(N’2) MULT(x, y, z) tf (VR)((V’u)R(u, 0,O) A (Vuvwt)(R(u, u, w) A ADD@, w, t) 
--f R(u, succ(4, t))-tR(x, Y, z)), 
(N’3) LE(x, y) c-) (3z)ADD(x, z, y). 
(N’4) PRED(x, y) t--f ADD(y, 1, x). 
It will be noted that all the constants just introduced, ADD, MULT, LE and 
PRED, are predicates. Further results about them will be given in the next section. 
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Example 2.2 (Data logic S(N)). S(N) is the data logic of stacks of natural numbers. It 
is two-sorted. The constructors are 8 and push of types (2) and (2, 1,2), respectively. 
The axioms are: 
(Sl) Cons-axiom. (t’P)(P((p) A (VxQ(P(O-P(push(& x)))+(VS)P(<)). 
(S2) Dis-axiom. 0 # push(c’, x). 
(S3) Iden-axiom. push({, x) = push(q, y) tf x = y A 4 = v. 
We add the following def-axioms: 
(S’l) TOP(5, x) f--f (jr/)(< = push(y, x)). 
(S’2) POP(I’, q)*@x)(t=push(q, x)). 
(S’3) EMPTY(<)++@=& 
(S’4) 0, 5) -P'Q)(Wv)Q(u, push(vl, u))~WwHQ(u> Y) 
+ Q(u, pushh d))+Q(x, 0). 
(S’5) LENG(& m)H (~Q)(QVA O)AWM)(Q~ +QbWrl, ~9, sW4))+Q(s', 4). 
These def-axioms introduce predicates TOP, POP, EMPTY, E and LENG. Of course, 
many other def-axioms can be added. 
Example 2.3 (Dutu logic L’(N) qf toy-stucks). The data type toy-stacks is introduced 
in [16]. The data logic L’(N) is two-sorted and has only one constructor 2: of type 
(1, 1, 2). The axioms are: 
(Ll) Cons-axiom. (V’P)((V’xlx2)P(~~(xl, x2))+(V<)P(~)). 
(L2) Iden-axiom. a(.~~,x~)=~.(~~,y~) H x,=y, A xz=y2. 
We give the following def-axioms: 
(L’l) PUSH,(I’,yl)~(3x)(<=z(x,x) A q=~‘(.x+l,x+l)). 
(L’2) SHOVE,(<, r/) tf (3xy)(x <y A 5 = v(x, y) A ‘1 = c’(x, J’ + 1)). 
(L’3) DOWN,(<, ~/)++(3xy)(x+ 1 <J:A ~=v(.x+ 1, y)Ag=u(x, y)). 
Data logics N, S(N), and L2(N) are categorical by [17, Theorems 2 and 31. 
Here we use the standard notations of second-order logic. The axioms look clumsy, 
yet their meanings are rather clear. The cons-axioms (Nl) and (Sl) are no more than 
the finite-generation principle or a rule of term-induction. Most def-axioms such as 
(N’l), (N’2), (S’5), are just primitive recursions (see [17, Remark 41). 
It will be noted that we use only a very restricted subset of second-order logic. In 
fact, only II: formulas are used. Furthermore, most axioms take schematic forms. 
This balances the situation that the second-order logic may be too powerful. 
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3. Data types with partial operations 
In data logic the nonlogical constants, besides the constructors, are all introduced 
by the def-axioms. Now we investigate the def-axioms more closely. 
A def-axiom is of the following form: 
which introduces the predicate constant G by the formula B. A predicate may be 
a function. We consider the following conditions on B: 
(F) (Vx, . ..xnyz)((B[x. ,..., x,,,y] A B[x, ,..., x,,z]-+z=y), 
(T) (Vx 1...x,)(34’)BCx,,...,x,,yl. 
Definition 3.1. If formula B satisfies the condition (F) then the def-axiom is called 
functional. In this case G is functional and the def-axiom may be written as 
y=Cl(x l,...,.%) - REX1 >...,.%Yl. 
If B satisfies the conditions (F) and (T) then the def-axiom is called total. In this case 
the function y(x Ir . . . . x,) introduced by the def-axiom is a total function. 
Definition 3.2. If some def-axioms of a data logic are functional but not total, then we 
say that the corresponding data type has partial operations. 
Definition 3.3. If a def-axiom satisfies condition (F) and assume the form 
Y=Y(-~1,...,.%) +-+ BC-~1,...,x,,Yl, 
then the predicates D, and R, defined as follows 
D&i,...,x,) - (~Y)~Cx,,...,xn,Yl, 
R,(Y)-(~xI . ..x.)BCx,,...,x,,Yl, 
are called the domain and range predicates of g, respectively. 
From Definition 3.1. if the def-axiom is functional and total then we have 
D,(x I,...,-%). 
Example 2.1 (continued). We have given four def-axioms (N’l)-(N/4), introducing 
predicates ADD, MULT, LE, and PRED, respectively. (N’l) and (N’2) satisfy condi- 
tions (F) and (T) (see [l, 1 l]), and they, in fact, introduce the total functions add and 
mult, respectively. Hence, (N’l) and (N’2) can be written as 
(N”l) z=add(x, y)t-‘(VR)((V’u)R(u, 0, u) A (Vuowt)(R(u, v, w) 
-R(u, succ(u), succ(w))-tR(x, y, z)). 
(N”2) z=mult(x, y)-(VR)((V’u)R(u, O,O)A(Vuvwt)(R(u, u, w) 
+R(u, succ(v), add(u, w)))+R(x, y, z)). 
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Moreover, the following results can be proved: 
add(x, 0) = x, 
add(x,succ(y))= succ(add(x, y)), 
mult (x, 0) = 0, 
mult(x, succ(y))=add(x, mult(x, y)). 
On the other hand, we have the following result about (N’4), whose proof is given in 
Appendix A. 
Proposition 3.4. PRED(x, y) satisfies (F) but not (T). 
Therefore, (N’4) introduces only a partial function pred and it can be written as 
(N”4) y=pred(x) tt ADD(y, 1, x). 
We have the following proposition, whose proof is also given in Appendix A. 
Proposition 3.5. 
&red(X) - x f 0, 
Rprec, (~9. 
Def-axiom (N’3) does not satisfy condition (F). Hence, the predicate LE is not 
a function. 
Example 2.2 (continued). We have given def-axioms (S’l))(S’5). 
The Proposition 2 of [17] proves that (S’l) and (S’2) satisfy condition (F). Hence, we 
have introduced partial functions top and pop by (S’l) and (S’2), respectively. 
We can prove the following result. 
Proposition 3.6. 
R,,(5) - r f 8; 
R,,,(x). 
&O,(5) - 5z8; 
R,c&). 
Proposition 1 of [17] proves that 
TOP(push(S, x), x) 
and 
POP(push(5, x), 4). 
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This means that we have 
and 
top( push (4, x)) = Y. 
pop(push(5, x)) = C 
Moreover, Proposition 4 of [17] proves that (S’S) satisfies conditions (F) and (T); 
thus, a total function leng is introduced by (S’5). 
Def-axioms (S’3) and (S’4) do not satisfy condition (F). 
Example 2.3 (Continued). For data logic L’(N) the following results can be proved. 
Proposition 3.7. PUSH,(<, q), SHOVE,(& u]) and DOWN,(t, r]) all satisfy (F). 
Proposition 3.8. 
&-?“Sh(S) ++ (3x)(5 = G> XI)> 
&l(Yl)-(wYI=~(X+ 1, x+1)X 
D shave(5) - (3XY)(X -<Y A 5 = 4% Y)9 
R shove(Y) ++ @Y)(X dY A rl = 4x> Y + I)), 
Dc~,wn(S)-WY)(X+ 1 GY A 5=4x+ 1, Y)X 
&owno?) cf PxyHx + 1 GY A VI = 4x, ~1). 
The proof of Proposition 3.7 is given in Appendix A and the proof of Proposi- 
tion 3.8 is omitted. These propositions state that (L’4)-(L’6) introduce partial func- 
tions push,, shove, and down,. 
4. Error and error propagation 
4.1. Error 
At first we introduce the notion of error. 
Definition 4.1. For def-axiom 
Y=dxI,...,&) - BCxI,...,xn,Yl 
we say that y takes error at (a,, . . , a,) if 
(~Ym~C%...,&I,Yl, 
or 
lD,h,...,~). 
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We also say that g takes error somewhere if 
or 
(3x,...x,)(v’L’)~Bc?c,,...,~,,yl, 
(3x, . ..X.)lDq(X~,...,.x,). 
If g takes error at (a,, . , a,), we may write 
g(u,,...,a,)=error. 
Since error is not an object or a value, the above expression has only a symbolic 
meaning. We think it will not give rise to confusion or ambiguity. 
For example, by Proposition 3.5 we have 
1 &red (0). 
Therefore, pred(.x) takes error at x = 0, i.e. 
pred(0) = error. 
Similarly, by Proposition 3.6 we have 
top( 8) = error, 
pop(@)=error. 
For a, #az, by Proposition 3.8 we have 
push,(l;(u,, u2))=error, 
down,(z;(O, uz)) = error. 
It should be emphasized that error is not an object but only indicates the falsity of 
some formula. For example, if we write top(O)=error, by Definition 4.1 it only means 
that lD,,,(0) is true, or 
@‘x)1 WN0= pushh, XI), 
i.e. the formula (3x)( 3q)(0 = push(q, x)) is false. 
Our notion of error is quite different from that given in the literature. In our 
approach error has no sort and has no operations. This is in contrast with Goguen 
[9]. The notion of error algebra is meaningless now. 
Moreover, it should be noted that all the error messages are exploited from the data 
logic, which is an “okay specification” at first glance. We have mentioned in the 
Introduction that many authors introduce error specification besides the okay speci- 
fication for handling errors. However, in our approach only one specification is 
needed for any data type. The specifications are “normal”, as seen from Exam- 
ples 2.1-2.3 (these examples have already been given in [17]; only the def-axioms of 
Example 2.3 is slightly modified in order to conform to the practical meaning of 
toy-stacks), yet all the error messages can be deduced from them by predicate calculus. 
In what follows we will consider error propagation and error recovery. 
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By Definition 4.1, the phrase “a function takes error at (a i, . , a,)” just means that 
its defining formula is false at (a,, . . . . a,). Thus, we can arrive at the notion of error 
propagation as follows: If h=f(g) and the def-axioms of ,f; g, and h are 
y=.f(x) * A cx, L’l, 
4’ =.4(x) - BCx, Yl> 
.!J = w t--f c [Ix, L’l, 
then 
cc-x, Yl - (W(A cz, yl A BCx, zl). 
Hence, h takes error at x whenever (3z)(A[s, y] A B[x, z]) is false, i.e. 
(Vz)(l A [z, y] V -I B[x, z]) is true. It follows that h takes error at x whenever B[x, z] 
is false, i.e. g takes errors at x. This is just the so-called error propagation. 
In order to give the notion of error propagation precisely, we need to investigate the 
composition of functions at first. 
4.2. Composition of ,functions 
Definition 4.2. Let predicate constants F and Gi, 1 <i&m, be introduced by formulas 
A and Bi, respectively, i.e. 
F(-~~,...,x,,Y)~ACXI,...,X,,YI, 
Gi(x1,...,x,,y)ctBiCxl 3.. 1 xn, Yl. 
If the predicate constant H is introduced by the def-axiom 
m 
or 
H(x I,..., Xn, ~)t-‘(3u,...t4,)(F(u,,...,u,,y)A z Gi(Xlr...,Xrr,Ui))> 
i=l 
then H is called a composition of F and Gi. 
Remark. In Definition 4.2 H is a composition of augmenting constants F and Gi. If 
F or some Gi are constructors, a composition can still be defined with simple 
modifications. For example, in data logic S(N) we may have the constant H defined 
by 
H(& x, Y) - (3rlUOP(rl, Y) A rl =push(<, x1). 
Hence, in Definition 4.2 formula A or some Bi may be of the form y =f(xr , . . , x,), 
where f is a constructor. 
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If F and Gi are functional and the corresponding functions are fand gi, then H is 
also functional and the corresponding function is h(x,, . . . , x,) =f(gl (x I,. . ,x,), . .. , 
S&I,..., x,)). In fact, we have the following theorem. 
Theorem 4.3. Let C[x, y] denote the formula (Elu)(A [u, y] A B[x, u]). If A [x, y] and 
B[x, y] satisfy condition (F), then C[x, y] also satisjes (F). 
Proof. We need to prove that 
i.e. 
wxYz)((3u)(AEu, Yl A BCx, ul) A (3u)(A[u, 21 A B[x, u-J)-y=z), 
WY~((W(AC~,YI A BCx,ul A A[u,zl A B[x,u])+y=z), 
(v’xyzuu)(A[u, y] A A[u,z] A B[x,u] A B[x,u]+y=z). 
Since B satisfies (F), we have 
B[x,u] A B[x,u] -+ u=u. 
Therefore. 
A[u,y]AA[u,z]AB[x,u]AB[x,u]-+(u=u)AA[u,y]AA[u,z] 
and 
A[u,y]AA[u,z]AB[x,u]AB[x,u]+A[u,y]AA[u,z] 
Since A also satisfies (F), we obtain 
A[u,y] A\[u,z] AB[x,u] AB[x,u] + y=z. 
Therefore, C[x, y] satisfies (F). 0 
Corollary 4.4. Let C[x,, . . . . xn,y] denote the formula (3u, . ..u.) (AyzI Bi[Xl,..., x,, 
Ui] A A[Ul,..., u,,y]). IfBi[xl)...) xn,y]> ldi<m, and .4(x1 ,..., x,,y) satisfy condi- 
tion (F), then C[x 1, . . . . x,,y] also sutisjies (F). 
Therefore, if the def-axioms 
and 
F(x~,...,x,,y)~ACx~,...,x,,yl 
Gi(x I,..., X,,y)++Bi[X, ,...) X,,y], i=l,..., m 
are functional, then the composition H of F and Gi is also functional. 
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If we use L gi and k to denote the functions corresponding to F, Gi and H, 
respectively, i.e. if 
y=f(x,,...,x,) - ~Cx,,...,x,,_vl, 
Y=gi(Xl,..., X,) ++ Bi[X1j...,X,*JI], i=l,...,W& 
y=k(x, ,..., x,) t* C[x, ,..., x,,y], 
then it is easy to see that 
h(x I,..., X~)=.~(Y1(X1l...,Xn)r...,Sm(XIr...,Xn)). 
4.3. Error propagation 
The following theorem is just the so-called error propagation. 
Theorem 4.5. Ifgi(a,, . . , a,)=errorfbr some i then 
k(a l,..., a,) = error, 
wkeref; gi and k are given above. 
Proof. We only need to prove that if for some i 
(vJI)lBiCa,,...,a,,yl, 
then 
(~Y)~CC~,,‘..,~,,Yl, 
i.e. 
(V’y) 
( 
1(3U,...U,) 
( 
i Bi[a, ,..., U,,ui]AA[ul,...,u,,y] 
i=l 
This follows immediately from 
(V’y) ( 1(3Ul...Um) ( A Bi[al,...3an,ui] A AIU1,...,Um,y] i=l I! 
H(VyU1...Um) ( ‘;i lBi[Ulj...,a~,Ui] V1A[U19...,um,y] . > q i=l 
By Theorem 4.5 we can solve the problem about 0 * pred(0). Since pred(0) =error, 
the only possible result is 
0 * pred (0) = error. 
Of course, MULT(0, x, 0) is true for any x, i.e. 0 * x = 0 for any x. This equation is 
“variable-erasing” as called in [3]. In our approach this does not raise any problem, 
since in the domain of the model there is no error element, this means that 0 *x =0 is 
valid for only “ok-value” x. On the other hand, 0 * pred(0) is a composition. Thus we 
need to consider the formula (3u)(PRED(O, u) A MULT(0, u, p)). Since (3u)PRED(O, u) 
is false, we have 
i.e. 
1(3u)(PRED(O, u) A MULT(0, u, I’)), 
0 * pred(0) = error, 
irrespective of whether the subformula MULT(0, u, y) is true or not. 
Similarly, we can prove that 
succ(pred(0)) = error, 
and 
pred(pred(0)) = error. 
As for L2(N), we can prove the following proposition. 
Proposition 4.6. 
push,(down,(5)) = error, 
down,(tl(O, O))=error. 
push,(error) = down,(error) = error, 
shove,(error) = error. 
push,(shove,(<))=error. 
It should be noted that these results are taken as axioms in [16]. 
Finally, we remark that all the errors can be allocated, without difficulty, in our 
approach, since the compositions of functions are expressed by the corresponding 
predicates. 
5. Error recovery 
By Theorem 4.5 all functions are strict. However, sometimes the error recovery may 
be needed. Now we investigate the mechanism of error recovery in our approach. 
Let an augmenting function 6~ be introduced by the def-axiom 
y=y(x I,...,. w,,) ++ B[x, )...)_ x,,, y]. 
We assume that for some (al.. , a,) 
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and 
lE[U,,...,LI,]. 
Then g(a,,..., a,)=error. But, as we can see, the error of g comes from the formula 
E which does not contain y. Hence, it is reasonable to replace the def-axiom by ; 
y=g(g, 1..., a,) +-+ DCa1,..., 4l,Yl. ’ 
Then g(ul,..., a,)#error. This is the so-called error recovery. 
Definition 5.1. Given a def-axiom 
G(x,, . . ..X.,Y)++BIIXI , . . ..%I.Yl, 
assume that 
BCa I,..., a,,.Yl++DCa,, . . . . ~,,Yl A ~C~l,...,&J 
($9DCQI,..., 4, Yl, 
and 
1ECa,,..., G71 
for some (al,..., a,). If we replace the def-axiom by 
G(x 1, . ..) X”, y)-((Xl =a1 A ... A x,=u,)+D[u,, . ..) a,, y]) 
A(1(x,=q A ..' A x,,=uJ+B[x~,..., xmyl), 
then G is said to be recovered from the error at (aI, . . . . a,), and we may say that 
DCgr,..., a,, y] is a sound representation of G at (a,, . . , a,) with error recovery. 
If B introduces function g and D introduces function g’, then we may say that 
g’(a,,..., a,) is a sound representation of g at (aI, . . ., a,) with error recovery. 
For an example, we consider the nonstrict function IF-THEN-ELSE, or simply 
IF, which may be introduced by 
IF(6, <, y, i)-(b-ti=i”) A (~~+X’=II). 
Let the functions f(x,, . . . . x,) and g(xl, . . . . x,) be introduced by 
y=f(x,, . . ..%I) * ACx,, . . ..X.,Yl 
and 
y=g(x,, . . ..x.) * BCxr, . . ..x.,yl. 
Then the function h(xl, . . . . x,)=IFbTHENf(xl, . . . . x,)ELSEg(x,, . . . . x,) can be 
introduced by 
H(xi 3 . . . > x,, Y) H PW(IF@, u, 0, Y) 
AA[x,, .,.) x,,ulABC~,,...,~,,~lX 
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or 
H(Xl. . . ..x.,Y)tS(~uL!)((h-,L’=u) A (1b+y=o) 
AA[X, )...) X,,U]AB[X, )..‘) x,,v]). 
If b = true, then 
H(.~l)..., x,,y)++(3u)(y=uAA[x~ )...) x,,uJ) 
A(3o)B[x, )...)_ X”,U] 
Therefore, if h=true, ,f(xl ,..., x,)#error, and g(xl ,..., x,)=error, then (3u)(y=u A 
AC-XI , . . . . x,, u]) is a sound representation of H at (x1 ,..., x,) with error recovery, i.e. 
IF true THEN f(x, ,..., x,) ELSE c/(x, ,..., x,)=f(xl ,..., x,), 
irrespective of whether g(x, ,...,x,) is error or not, 
Similarly, we have 
If false THENf(x, ,..., x,)ELSEg(xl ,...,. x,)=g(xI ,..., x,), 
irrespective of whether f(xl, . , , x,,) is error or not. 
Therefore, with error recovery IF-THEN-ELSE is a nonstrict function. 
Next we consider a typical case of error recovery. 
Let f(xI, . , x,) and J(x) be functions introduced by formulas R and Si, respect- 
ively, and the formulas satisfy 
(3z)(R[X,,...,X,, Z] A Si[Z, L’]) H y=Xi, 
and 
(Iulr...~,,,) R[u,,...,u,,yl A i SiCx,uil 
( 
H y=x. 
i=l ) 
Then in their domains of definition f and h satisfy the relations 
f;(f(x 1,. , X,)) = Xi 
and 
.f(f;(x),...,f,(x))=x. 
Remark. It should be noted that .f and J need not be augmenting constants; some of 
them may be constructors (see the remark after Definition 4.2). We require only that 
the relations just listed hold. For example, fI,f2 and f may be pop, top and push, 
respectively. Then, S, (i_r, q) is (3x) (5 = push(y, xl), S,(<, x) is (3y)(i =push(v, x)), and 
R(x, 5, y) is y = push(i”, x). 
Theorem 5.2. Let h(x, ,.. .,x,)=jJ f(gl(xl ,..., xn), . . . . gm(xl,. ,x,))). !f gj(al, .. . . a,,)= 
errorfbr some j # i but gi(ol , . . , a,,) # error, then gi(a, , . . , a,) is a sound representation 
qfh at (al,..., a,,) with error recovery. 
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Proof. Let the defining formulas of gj be Qj, j= 1,. . . , m. Then h has the following 
def-axiom: 
Y=h(X~,...>xn) - (~YI . ..Ym.Z) 
( 
K Qj[xl>...,xn> YjI 
j= 1 
From 
A RCYI,..., Yms zl ASiCz, Yl . 
1 
(3z)(R[x1~~~~~xfn~ z1 ASiCz, Yl) ++ .Yzxi, 
we can obtain 
y=h(x,....,x,) H (jY~,...Yrn) A QjCX1,..,,X,,YjlAy=yi 
( 
. 
j=l > 
Therefore, 
y=w,,. ..,~,)-(3yi)(QiCx,,...,x,,YilAy=Yi) 
A(~YI, . ..yi-lYi+l . ..Ym)l\ QjEXI,...,Xn,YjI, 
j#i 
and (3yi)(QiCa,,..., a,,y,] A y=yi) is a sound representation of y=h(xl,...,x,) at 
(ai ,..., a,). The theorem follows. 0 
Example 5.3. For the term top(push(pop(@, a)), we have 
Y = top(pushbop(0h a)) 
- (+/i)(TOP(I, Y) A i=puM, a) A POP&t ~1) 
c--f (~vli)(Y =a A POP(0, rl)) 
- (Y = 4 A (WPOP(0, VI. 
Here we have used the Propositions 1 and 2 of [17]. Therefore, the sound representa- 
tion of y= top(push(pop(0, x)) at (0, a) with error recovery is y=u, i.e. 
tWpush(pw(Q)), 4) = a, 
as required 
6. Data logics with general iden-axioms 
In data logic T2(Tl) the iden-axiom for constructor f has the form 
f(x 1, . . ..x.)=f(y1, . . ..Y.) tf ACXl, . . ..-%r Yl, . . ..Y.l, 
where A is a formula of Tz( T,) called the associated formula of f: There are two 
important extreme cases: A is basic, i.e. A is xi =y, A x2 =y2 A ... A x,=Y,, and A is 
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a formula of T1. In [17] (Theorems 2 and 3) we have proved the categoricity of data 
logics for such extreme cases. Now we consider the general case. 
Let the constructors of T2 be Cj, 1 <j< U, and fi, 1 < i<u, of type (k+ 1) and 
<iI, . . ..&l.,im,+1, . . . . iXi,k+l), ldir ,..., i,,<k, i,,+l=...=i,i=k+l, respectively. 
Let Ai[xr,. . . , x,, , y,, . . ., y,,,] be the associated formula of fi. In the definition of data 
logic we assume that all Ai satisfy condition (E). Now we impose further condition (C) 
on Ai: 
(C) AiCx,,...,x,~,a,,+,,...,a,,, ~~l,.~~,Xmi~ brni+r,...,b”il, 
where for any t, mi + 1 <t < ~1, either u, = b, = cj for some j, 0 <j< v, or 
at=fj(dI,...3dn,), 
b,=fj(el,...,enj), 
and 
AjCd13 . . ..A., el, . . ..eJ 
for some j, 1 <j<u. 
Hence, if we define the relation p as follows: for any 16 i < u, 
fib I,...,-X, ,)PA(YI~~~~*Y~I~) ++ AiCxl,...,x,,,Y,,...,Y~,l, 
then p is an equivalence relation by condition (E) and is a congruence relation by 
condition (C), i.e. if u,pb, then &(x1 ,..., ~,,,a,,,~+ 1,..., un,)pf(xl ,..., x,,, b,,, 1 ,..., b,i). 
Theorem 6.1. Let T1 be a categorical data logic. Then data logic T2(T1) is also 
categorical if each of its associated formulas satisfies condition (C). 
Proof. See Appendix B. 
Example 6.2 (Data logic F(N)). F(N) is the data logic for finite stacks of natural 
numbers. The constructors are 8, and push, of types (2) and (2, 1, 2), respectively. 
The axioms are: 
(Fl) Cons-axiom. (VP)(P(&)A(Vx~)(f’(<) 
+f’(push,(S, x)))-OW(S)). 
(F2) Dis-axiom. gf # push,(<, x). 
(F3) Iden-axiom. push,(t, x)= push,(y, y) ++ A [[, x, n, y], 
A [4, x, ye, y] H (3mn) (LENG,(<, m) A m < (d - 1) A LENGr(n, n) 
An<(d-l)At=sAx=y)V(3mn)(LENG,(&m) 
Am>(d-l)ALENGf(q,n)An>,d-l), 
LENGf(5, m)++(~Q)(Q(B~,o)A(Wrl)((Q(v, n)An<(d- 1) 
-Q(push,(y,y),n+l)A(Q(?,n)An>,(d-1) 
-Q(pusMS, Y), d))-Q(L 4). 
F(N) is categorical by Theorem 6.1. 
Here the iden-axiom is rather complicated, though its meaning is clear. LENGr 
determines a function leng,. Comparing with def-axiom (S’5) we can conclude that 
lengr(<) equals to leng(5) if leng(c)<d and it equals to d, otherwise. Hence 
A [[, x, q, y] is true if and only if either 5 = ‘1 and x=y, or both < and q have 
length > d - 1. Hence, if both 5 and q have length 3 d - 1, then A [& x, q, y] is true for 
any x, y, and, by (F3), push,(S, x)=push,(~l, ~1). Formally, we can prove that 
LENGr(pushr(4, .w), d) A LENG,(push&\, Y), d) 
+push,(c’, x) = push& Y). 
This means that all the stacks of length greater than d - 1 are considered as the same 
which is generally called “overflow”. 
For data logic F(N) we may add the following def-axioms: 
(F’l) TOP,(I’, x)H(~wI)(LENG~(& m)Am <d)A(3q)(5=push,(q, x)). 
(F’2) POPr(<, ~)++(+z)(LENGr([, m)A m cd) A(3x)(l=pushr(q, x)). 
Then we have two partial functions top,(r) and popr(q). 
7. Exceptions 
The terminology exception has been used by many authors. Some authors (see, for 
example, [9, 31) use the exception to denote the fact that some errors have occurred. 
Hence, in the specification of the typical example stack(int) given in [9] OVERFLOW 
and UNDERFLOW are treated in similar way. In [2] OVERFLOW is regarded as 
an exception and UNDERFLOW is regarded as an error, and the difference between 
exception and error has been pointed out emphatically. But this would make the 
specifications in their approach rather complicated and the difference between excep- 
tion and error is still obscure. 
In our approach the constants are divided into two parts: constructors and 
augmenting constants. Exceptions are closely related to the constructors, while errors 
are properties of the augmenting constants. They are quite different in character. As 
we have shown error is not an object in our approach. It is only a symbol indicating 
the falsity of a defining formula of some augmenting constant. On the other hand, an 
exception is an object, and is related to some constructor. 
Definition 7.1. Let ,A be a constructor of type (ir,. , i,,>, k + 1). If for some r, i, = k + 1 
and 
.fi(XI,...,X,-I, f;(a,,...,&J x,+1 ,...,- %,)=ll(ar ,..., a,), 
then fi(ar ,. . . , a,) is called an exception of sort (k + 1) with respect to 5 for the data 
type 
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In our approach the constructors are used to generate the objects. By Definition 7.1 
the exception is an object which terminates the generating process of constructor. 
We may denote the exception 1;(ar,. , a,) by e, then e satisfies 
.tXX 1 ,..., xrml,e, x,+1 ,..., xn,)=e. 
Using the result of Section 3 the error propagation can be expressed as 
y(x 1 , . , error,. . , x,) -= error. 
We see that there is some resemblance in appearance between exception and error, 
even though they are quite different. 
Remark. If all the associated formulas of the constructors are basic, then there is no 
exception for this data type. For example, the data type of stacks of natural numbers 
has no exceptions. Now the constructor is push. If push(p, a) is an exception then we 
should have 
push(push(p, a), x)=push(p, a). 
By iden-axiom (S3) this leads to 
push(p, a)=/~Ax=a, 
which is impossible. However, we have exception in F(N). 
For data logic F(N) we can prove that 
pushr(push,(p, a), x) = push&, a) w LENG&ush& a), d). 
This result states that we have 
push,(push& a), .x)= push& a) 
whenever p satisfies LENG,(p, d- 1). We may use overflow to denote push,(p, a) for 
any a and p, satisfying LENG,(p, d - 1). Thus, 
push,(overflow, x) = overflow 
for all x. By Definition 7.1, overflow is an exception of data type of finite stacks of 
natural numbers. 
About the overflow and error of F(N) we have the following fundamental result. 
Proposition 7.2. 
topr(@) = error, 
topr(overflow) = error, 
topr(error) = error, 
pop,(O) = error, 
pop,(overflow) = error, 
pop,(error) = error, 
push,(overflow, X) = overflow. 
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The proof is omitted. 
Also, we have 
top,(push,(overflow, x)) = error. 
Note: The formula top,( pushr(& x)) = .K is not valid in our approach. Thus there is 
no inconsistency here. 
Appendix A 
Now we give the proofs of some propositions. For the syntactical rules of second- 
order logic the readers may refer to [ 151 or [ 11. 
Proof of Proposition 3.4. By (N’3). 
PRED(x, y) t-f ADD(y, 1, x). 
It is not difficult to see that 
ADD(y, 1, x)-x=succ(y). 
Thus, we have 
ADD(p, 1, x)AADD(z, 1, x) + succ(y)=xAsucc(z)=x 
+ succ(y) = succ(z) 
+ y=z. 
On the other hand, by (N2) we have 
O#succ(y). 
Therefore, 
1 ADD(Y, 1, O), 
i.e. 
(%(~‘y)~ADD(y, 1, x), 
or 
l(Vx)(3y)ADD(y, 1, x). 
Proposition 3.4 is thus proved. 0 
Proof of Proposition 3.5. From Definition 3.2 and (N’3) we have 
%~(x)++(~Y)ADD(Y, 1, x), 
R,,,,(y)-(WADD(y, 1, x). 
As noted in the proof of Proposition 3.4, 
ADD(y, 1, x) ++ x=succ(y). 
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BY (N2), 
x=succ(y)+x#O. 
By (Nl) we can prove that 
x=ov(3y)(s=succ(y)), 
i.e. 
x#O -+ (3y)(x=succ(y)). 
Therefore, 
i.e. 
x # 0 t-) (3y)(x = succ( y)). 
x#O H (3y)ADD(y, 1, x), 
and we can conclude that 
Dpred(X) tf s #O. 
Since ADD(x, y, z) satisfies condition (T), we have 
(%)ADD(y, 1, x). 
The second part of the proposition follows. [7 
Proof of Proposition 3.7. By (L’4) we have 
PUSH,(S, ‘I)A PUSH,(S, i) 
tS(3sl)(~=u(sl,.u,)Arl=tl(.Yl+1,xl+l)) 
A(3x2)(1’=t(.u,,x,)Ai=z?(x,+l,x,+l)). 
By predicate calculus. 
PUSH,(I”, ul)A PUSH,(S, i)++(h~.xz)DIx~> .YZ, 4, r?, Cl, 
where D denotes the formula < = z’(xr , x,)A’1=u(x,+l, x,+l)Ai’=C(XZ,XZ)A\= 
t.(xz + 1, x2+ 1). By iden-axiom (L2), 
DCx,,x,, <> q> il + U(.Xl, .u,)=v(x,, x2) 
t* xI=.xz. 
Therefore, 
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i.e. 
PUSH,(r, VI) A PUSH,(S, i) --f YI = i. 
This means PUSH,(& q) satisfies condition (F). 
Similarly, we can prove that SHOVE,(& a) and DOWN,(t, I?) satisfy condition 
(F). 0 
Appendix B 
ProofofTheorem6.1. Let~,=({D”):t=l,...,k},(F”‘:t=l,...,k})betheprincipal 
model of Ti. 
Let YY(.&,)=((D”‘: t=l,..., k}~{l4’},{F(“:t=l,...,k}u(P’~+~)}),whereF(~~~) 
is the set of the constructors cj, and J of T,, 1 <j < o, 1 did u, and W is the set defined 
inductively as follows: 
(1) CjEWfOr ldj<V; 
(2) ifthetypeofA,ldi<u,is(i, ,..., imi,imi+l ,..., i,,,k+l)withl<i, ,..., i,:<k, 
i,,, I = ... = i,_ = k + 1, then f(a,, . . . , urni, ami + 1,. . ., a,,,)~ Wwhenever u,ED’“’ for 
l<r<mi and a,EWfor mi+ldrdni. 
We define a binary relation p on MY as follows: 
(i) CjpC, f-'Cj=C,, 
09 fi(dl,...,d,,)pfj(e,,...,e,,)crAj[d1,...,d,,, el,...,e,,l; 
(iii) pjpqi t-f pj = ql, if pj and q1 are elements of some DC’), 1 <t Q k. 
p is an equivalence relation on w(Ai). Now we prove that p is a congruence 
relation. Since p is an equality relation on every D(I) we only need to prove that if h is 
a constructor and pip qj, 1 <j< ni, then 
~(Pl,...,P,,)P~(q,,...,q,,), 
i.e. 
AiCP l,...,Pn,, 41,...,qni1. 
Fort>mi+l,p,iseithercjorfj(dl,..., dnJ), where Cj and fj are constructors of T2. In 
the former case, by (i), qr=pr=Cj while in the latter case, by (ii), we have 
qt=fj(ei,...,e,,) and 
AjCdI,...,dnjv el,...,enjl. 
Therefore, by condition (C) we have 
AiCP1,...,Pmi,P m,+l,...,Pn,rP1,...,Pmi, qm,+1,..., 4nJ 
By (iii) we obtain 
AiCPl,...,P,,,P,,+l,...,P,i,ql,...,q,j,q,,+l,...,q,,l, 
as required. 
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Now we prove that W”(JV~)/P is a principal model of r,(T,). 
Let [PJ denote an equivalence class of p. Then we have 
~(CP11,...,CPn,l)=Cfi(P1,..., Pn,)l.
Next we can define the predicate Ai on W(J?~)/~ as follows: 
AilCP11,~..,CPn,13 C4 1,...,C4n,11~AiCP1,...,Pn,, qlt...>qn,l. 
The Ai is well defined since we can prove that 
AiCP1,...,Pn,3 41,...,4n,lC-‘AiCP’~,...,Ph,, 4;3...,4,1 
whenever PjPPl and qjpq;, 1 <j<ai, as follows: From PjPpSand qjpqi, 1 <j<ni, we 
have 
Ai[PI,.-.$Pn,, P;,...,Ph,I, 
and 
AiCq 1,...,qn,, dl,...,qL,l, 
as just shown. Therefore, 
AiCP,,,..,P,~,ql,...,q,,l 
tfAiCP,,...,P,i,q,,...,q,~l A AiCql,...tqn,, q;,...,qh,I 
jAiCP,,...,P,,,q’~,...,q~,I 
HAiCPl ,...,Pn,>q;,...>qh,I AAiCp;,...,pL,, PI,...,P~,I 
-Ail~;,...,p;,, q;>...,q;,l 
Similarly, 
.%CP’I,...,P:,~, q;,...,q~,l-‘AiCP,,...,P,i,q1,...,qn,l. 
It is easy to see that %~(~Zi)/p is finitely generated by constructors 
ci ,..., c,,fi ,..., fU and the cons-axiom is satisfied. By the definition of p we have 
~(x~,...,x~,)P.~(~~,...,Y~,) + i=j. 
Thus, the dis-axiom follows. As for the iden-axioms, we have 
Si~C~~l,...~C~.,I~=fi~CY~1~~~~rl~n,l~ 
-CC.~(~~~~~~~Xn,)l=Cfi(Yl~~~~~Yni)l 
H~(X1,...,Xn,)Pfi(Yl,...,Yn,) 
f-tAiC~~,,...,x”i,Y~,...,Y”,l 
t*AiC[x,],..., CxniI> CYII>..., CY~,II 
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Now it is not difficult to see that any principal model of T,(T,), which is 
matched with AI, is isomorphic to W(A!‘,)/p. By Theorem 1 of [ 171, the proof 
is completed. 0 
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